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HIGH SPEED ALUMINUM ROLLER SHUTTER DOOR
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PUSHING INDUSTRY STANDARDS

A combination of strength, speed, great insulation
and tight security complete this one-door system –
an economical option for all exterior applications,
with quality aesthetics.

In short the Alu-Speed Shutter is an Insulated and
Motorised Roller Shutter Door, but with that added
extra all round. 

HIGH SPEED ALUMINUM ROLLER SHUTTER DOOR
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ONE DOOR SYSTEM
No need for a fast acting door as well as a secure
roller shutter door, this door covers speed,
strength and security, combining to cover all the
features you need in a doorway.

INSULATION
Each slat is filled with PU hard foam, giving it
great insulation properties for temperature
controlled areas.

SECURITY
Robust guide rails and aluminium slats provide
an effective barrier to any uninvited personnel
attempting to enter your facility, enhancing
your doorway security around your facility.

ECONOMICAL OPTION
Above all, the Ulti Alu-Speed is an economical option
for doorways at your facility. A combination of many
essential benefits are rolled into this one door, all for
a very competitive price. Contact Ulti Group now to
get your free quote.

SPEED
Moving at about three times the speed of your
conventional roller shutter door, the chance of
accidental impact from traffic moving through
the doorway is reduced, and cycle times are
reduced therefore meaning the work
environment is maintained.
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THE FASTEST SHUTTERS ON THE MARKET

Ulti Group’s premiere shutter doors have raised
industry standards.

 It uses robust drive technology without the
         expensive and complex electronics
 Easy installation and operation
 Provides excellent sealing because of a
         modified drive and automatic start system
 Uniquely-shaped profile for impressive
          visual chracteristics
 The shell is adhesively binded to a PU hard
         foam core, yielding superior surface stability
         and insulation
 Galvanized steel guide rails use low-wear
         plastic strips for quiet operation.
 A large frame, self-aligning ball bearing
        supports the barrel assembly.
 Flexible rubber seals compesate for
         uneven floors. 

MADE OF ALUMINIUM. 
And three times faster than conventional roller shutters



 



SPECIFICATIONS

Width      min. 1.5 to max. 5m
Height      min. 2 to max. 8m
Sideroom requirement    min. 280 mm
(drive side)
Sideroom requirement    min. 170 mm
(non-drive side)
Headroom requirement   500 to 680 mm
(acc. to size) 
Opening speed    up to 0.75 m/sec.
Closing speed     up to 0.38 m/sec.
Connection     400 V DS/50 Hz/6 A/2.2 kW
Control voltage    24 Volt
Protection type    IP 54
Drive      selectable right or le�
Slide rails     galvanised steel
K-value     Up = 4,6 W/(m².K)
Weight     5,85 kg/m²
Diameter of the sha�     35 mm
on bearing side
Diameter of the sha�     30 mm, length 71 mm
on motor side

Maximum opening speed depends on height of the door, average speed about 0,45-0,5 m/sec.
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Aluminum slats packed with PU foam.
Unique profile provides high wind
resistance while generating low noise
and friction. Plastic ends guard against
swaying for ease of use.

Aluminum slats  equipped with
double glazed, two layer plastic
insert (not clear glass). A maximum
of 5 glazed slats is recommended
for each shutter.

Features a modified drive  and automatic
start system for excellent sealing.
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